The Society's next two public meetings will be as follows:

Friday 26th. October

X-RADIOGRAPHS OF THE SHROUD
- WHAT DO THEY REVEAL?

An open discussion, led by Manchester textile specialist John Tyrer, artist Ross Spencer and others on what can be learned from the STURP X-radiographs of the Shroud taken during the 1978 testing. Full-size duplicates of these radiographs have recently been given to the Society, and will be available for study.

Friday 7th. December

DR. ROBERT BRUCE-CHWATT
JUDICIAL CRUCIFIXION
- A CONSIDERATION OF SOME OF THE ANATOMICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

An illustrated lecture by leading medical specialist Dr. Bruce-Chwatt, expanding on his article on this subject in the Easter issue of World Medicine.

Both meetings will begin at 7.00 pm. in the Small Hall, St. James' Church, Sussex Gardens, Bayswater, London W2. The nearest underground is Lancaster Gate. On exiting from this, turn right, down Lancaster Terrace, then left into Sussex Gardens. St. James' Church is on the left.

Cover: One of the earliest known depictions of crucifixion, from a gem in the Pereire collection.